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influence upon the subsequent history of the eastern empire. The states-
manlike Henotikon of Zeno (the importance of •which has not been
sufficiently recognised) had paved the way for the unity of the east;
Justinian's policy prevented reconciliation, and caused a disruption which
made'the task of the Saracens light. The motive of that policy was, of
course, his design of reconquering the west. Few of us eta help
sympathising with his ideal, even though we regard it as unwise.
Summing up the results of the reign, M. Diehl remarks, La pensee fut
souvent grande : I'execution fut presque toujours hdtive, incomplete et
mediocre. I imagine that most students of the period will approve this
judgment.

I will not discuss any questions of detail here, or make any particular
criticisms ; but I may express regret that in his excellent chapter on
Vceuvre religieuse the author did not elucidate at more length the
aphtharto-docetic episode of Justinian's senility. I may also observe
that (p. 344) it should have been noted that the questionable letter of
Vigilius to the Monophysite leaders is given by Victor Tonnennensis
sub a. 542. In conclusion I must emphasise the importance of the illus-
trations, not a few of which cannot be found elsewhere. J. B. BURY.

Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Hohenstaufen. Zweiter Band,
1190-1278. Von Dr. J. JASTKOW und Dr. G. WINTEB. (Stuttgart:
J. G. Cotta. 1901.)

THIS volume, with its six hundred and odd pages (each with its forty-
five lines of German print), without a single note on any page, is ae
forbidding in its aspect as it is clear in its arrangement and style. The
matter dealt with by the writers (or rather writer, for after the death of
Dr. Jastrow it fell to Dr. Winter to finish the work, and from the death
of Henry VI onwards he has written the book independently) is multi-
tudinous ; but it has been deftly packed into a small compass, and that
too without its being difficult for the reader to lay his hand on anything
he wants—a result largely due to an abundance of cross references.
The aim of Dr. Winter was evidently to write a political history, or
perhaps I had better say a diplomatic history of German policy. Taking
this diplomatic point of view, he has, it seems to me, a little modernised
the Hohenstaufen: they may be medieval men, as Professor Maitland
would say, but they wear full court dress ; they intrigue with all the
finesse and they lie with all the aplomb of a modern statesman.
Bismarck seems to dominate Dr. Winter's view of the Hohenstaufen, as he
appears to colour Mommsen's view of Caesar; but it is rather as the
diplomatic fencer than as the man of blood and iron that he does so.
The circle in which Dr. Winter finds his diplomatists is that of the
ministeriales who formed the court and the standing army of the
Hohenstaufen, and who directed imperial policy, he believes, e.g. on
such a notable occasion as the attack of Otto IV on Sicily in 1211. It
seems, however, easier to explain the policy of Otto IV, as a recent writer
does, by the conjecture that the Norman kingdom of Sicily, with its
wealthy exchequer and strong administration, was a tempting bait to the
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half-English Otto, who had seen, during his exile at the court of Henry II
and Bichard I, what a scaccarium, backed by a good judicial system,
could do. To tell the truth, much of this diplomatic history is necessarily
guesswork, which impresses the reader until he makes a guess of his own
which perhaps impresses him more. In a work where there are no notes
to defend the conjectures the reader had perhaps better be chary of
embracing them too readily. But it would be unjust not to admit that
Dr. Winter has made his history very interesting by this method, and
that, what with it and what with his lucid style, his book is a very good
book indeed.

The interest in political history does not leave much room for
constitutional lore, but Dr. Winter throws many interesting side-lights
on the development of the German constitution. For example, the
origin of towns is explained, in a political way, by the rise of the great
trade route over the Brenner, and by the weakness of the central power
during the interregnum; and the relations of imperial policy to the
growth of the towns are very well explained from the exigencies of the
emperor's political position, which made him now favour that growth
in his own interest, like Philip of Swabia, and now blight it, like
Frederic II, in order to secure the support of princes whom he needed
still more than the towns. Above all the double basis of Hohenstaufen
power—the ministeriales and the bishops—is again and again emphasised;
and the policy of the popes, who struck at their enemy through the
latter, clearly indicated.. The effect upon the German constitution of the
development of towns, of the importance of the ministeriahs during the
interregnum (p. 182), of the alteration made in the bishops' position by
the constitutions of Bgra (pp. 218-9), may all be traced in Dr. Winter's
pages.

On one or two matters of fact issue may be joined with Dr. Winter.
Alesia was the sister of Philip Augustus : Dr. Winter calls her (p. 9)
on one line ' sister' and on another ' daughter.' On p. 250 it is a double
blunder to say that the old Greek philosophy had become a part of
oriental culture shortly before the time of Frederic II 'B education through
the translations of Averroes. For, first, Syrian versions of Aristotle had
been made as early as the first half of the fifth century of our era, while
Arabic versions of these (not of the Greek, as Dr. Winter's phrase would
suggest) had been made as early as 700, by translators who were generally
Syrians, and who had translated all Aristotle by 950. These translations
were certainly read and studied and incorporated into oriental culture as
early as 1000 A.D. Avicenna, one of the greatest commentators on
Aristotle, died in 1087. Secondly, the ' translations of Averroes' is
another serious error, for Averroes, che il gran comento feo,1 based his
commentary on Arabic versions made at least two centuries before; but
he was not a translator. On p. 801 Dr. Winter mentions certain measures
of Frederic II, and says that they could only be executed if registers of
fiefs were either ready or were planned ; and thus, he adds, these measures
worked fruitfully in this direction towards an orderly administration. This
seems to mean that the measures led to the planning of registers ; but they
were' ready,' having existed for a century. The quaterniones dohanae

' Inferno, iv. 144.
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nostrae2 which registered baronies, castles, and great fiefs generally, were
an institution of King Roger; and Hugo Falcandus mentions defetarii
containing feudorum distinctiones.* On p. 304 it might have been men-
tioned that the reason why Frederic expelled the Genoese from Syracuse
in 1220 was that they were freebooters who had taken Syracuse by storm
in 1204.4

In conclusion it may be objected to Dr. Winter's book that he is too
partial to the emperor of the moment, whoever he may be. The rabies
aquilonaris of Henry VI and his crew becomes merely a ' strong policy ; '
Otto IV in opposition is cursed as a disruptor of the empire, only to be
blessed when he becomes recognised as emperor, and asserts bis position
as such by breaking bin word. Finally, the many things in the conduct
of Frederic II that have to be criticised are either touched upon lightly
or glossed over altogether. That he could be guilty of duplicity is an
undoubted fact: one proof of it—his conduct with regard to the unio
regni ad imperium in 1219-20 —Dr. Winter seeks to justify. That he
could be, and in the most critical moments of his life was, carried astray by
fits of passion deserves more emphasis than it receives from Dr. Winter,
for it was at the very tide of his affairs which was leading him on to
fortune—that is to say, after Corte Nuova—that he threw away his chances
in a fit of vindictiveness. But the side of history that deals with character
and its effects is one that Dr. Winter, absorbed in diplomacy, does not
touch. E. BARKER.

Select Pleas, Starrs, and other Records from the Bolls of the Exchequer
of tlie Jeius, A.D. 1220-1284. Edited for the Selden Society by J. M.
EIGG. (London : Quaritch. 1902.)

THE publication of these records has long been wished for by the students
of English history in the thirteenth century, especially on account of
their bearing on legal, financial, and Jewish antiquities. Only the
beginning of the aeries had been printed, while the rest had been but
briefly described or partially made use of in the scholarly essays issued
in connexion with the Anglo-Jewish Exhibition in 1887. The Selden
and the Jewish Historical Societies, by whose co-operation this handsome
volume is published, may bo congratulated upon having selected an editor
who reads his texts accurately, translates them correctly, and explains
them sagaciously with the help of a thorough knowledge of medieval
law and of the historical sources, imprinted records included. For the
Jewish side of his task he has made himself well acquainted with the best
English books. Continental literature might, we think, have helped to
illustrate if not to solve some of his problems, for the status of the Jew
amid Christian feudalism was then an international difficulty.1

The transactions recorded in these rolls, all of them in Latin, with
the exception of two in French (pp. 48, 182), mostly relate to Jewish

2 Huillard-Br&olles, Hist. Dipl. Frid. II, iv. 48-9.
3 Hugo Falcandus, apud Muratori, vii. 293 B.
1 Cf. ' Annales Januenses,' s. a. 1204.
1 Cp. Deutsche Zeitschr. far Geschichtswiss. Hi. 196 sqq.; English Historical

Review, Hi. 771 sqq.
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